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As Europe enters a second wave of lockdowns aimed at slowing the spread
of COVID-19 and vaccine success hits the news, an understanding of public
perceptions in this fast changing environment is more important than ever.

The European Opinion Tracker is BVA Group’s contribution to
helping institutions and organisations monitor consumer behaviour and
attitude changes, the extent to which the worst is still to come or behind us,
as well as confidence in governments’ handling of the crisis.

This is the first bi-weekly report which leverages BVA Group’s deep
understanding of the UK, French and Italian markets by bringing together
experts from our agencies network (BVA for France, BVA BDRC for the UK,
and BVA DOXA for Italy).

We wish you, your families and businesses all the very best during this
period. If you have any questions on this report or if we can support you in
any other way, please do not hesitate to get in touch with us.
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Nationally representative online survey across the UK, French and Italian populations.

Fieldwork is completed every two weeks. The first wave of fieldwork was conducted
between the 26th October – 2nd November:

• UK (n= 1,764)

• France (n= 1,002)

• Italy (n= 1,017)

The data in this report is weighted to be representative of the UK, France and Italy on
age, gender, region and social grade.

The questionnaire focuses on understanding people’s attitudes, lifestyles and
perceptions of the coronavirus situation in the context of their relationship with
different sectors.
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With citizens in the UK and France now under national lockdown No. 2, and Italians subject to a three-
tier framework with further restrictions, the mood is far from positive. 3 in 5 fear that the worst is yet 
to come – rising to nearly 3 in 4 in France.
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The worst has
passed

Things are going
to stay the same

The worst is still
to come

Q7: Regarding the situation of COVID-19 in the UK/France/Italy and the way it is going to change in the coming month, which of the following best describes your opinion? 



Just 1 in 20 Brits feel that the worst of the Coronavirus crisis has passed – the most pessimistic outlook on this metric since early April. 
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Whatever their age, people are worried, even if concern is stronger among people aged 45+
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The outlook of Italians closely mirrors that of the UK population, with nearly 60% pessimistic about the pandemic and recent 
developments relating to restrictions.
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In Britain and France, those who are confident in their government's handling of the crisis are heavily 
outnumbered by those 'not confident' - with the French especially lacking in confidence. Italian 
citizens are evenly divided on their government's response to the pandemic.
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Q6: Would you say that you are completely confident, somewhat confident, not really confident, not at all confident regarding how the government is handling the crisis?



When it comes to confidence in the UK government, the nations of the UK are far from 'united'. The Scots, Welsh and Northern Irish 
are less confident than the English – even though most COVID-related restrictions are set by the devolved administrations.

Q6: Would you say that you are completely confident, somewhat confident, not very confident, not at all confident regarding how the government is handling the crisis?
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The lack of confidence in the French government is shared across the population, except for traditional supporters of the Government 
(LREM sympathisers, higher income groups...)

Q6: Would you say that you are completely confident, somewhat confident, not really confident, not at all confident regarding how the government is handling the crisis?
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Given the impact of lockdown and other COVID-related restrictions, it comes as little surprise that Italy's self-employed show lower 
trust in their government.

Q6: Would you say that you are completely confident, somewhat confident, not really confident, not at all confident regarding how the government is handling the crisis?
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The economic crisis is perceived as serious, and it's accompanied by faltering trust in the quality of information (especially in 
France). There are concerns about people's personal financial situation, though a majority remain confident.
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In the UK, it is the older generation which record greatest confidence in their own financial situation and the quality of information.
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A higher confidence in their personal situation than in the country's one, as usual in France
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Over 65 year olds show higher confidence about financial situation , that increases with higher level of income
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Country economic situation concerns all the population
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Middle managers and students are less critical about the quality of information shared by the authorities, while this perception drops 
considering the fake news coming from Media

E1: Would you say that you are completely confident, somewhat confident, not really confident, not at all confident about…
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Interest in supporting social sustainability has driven change in purchasing choices and behaviour
among roughly half of all consumers – somewhat more in Italy.

E2: To what extent have your purchases and behaviour in the last 12 months changed to support social sustainability? 
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When it comes to changing behaviour and purchasing habits in support of sustainability, there is clear evidence of an age and gender 
divide in the UK. Younger consumers are much more likely to have shifted their habits than older generations, likewise women more 
than men.
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Females, youngest and modest people changed faster than others their behaviours and purchases to support social sustainability.

They all have changed their personal behaviour more than their purchases.
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As is the case in the UK and France, it is younger Italians and women who are taking the lead on sustainable purchasing and behaviour.
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As with social sustainability, environmental issues appear to be moving up the agenda: half of all consumers report a change in their 
purchasing and behaviour in the last 12 months – slightly fewer in the UK and a bit higher in Italy.

E3: And to what extent have your purchases and behaviour in the last 12 months changed to support environmental sustainability?
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As with social sustainability issues, it is younger age groups and women who are taking the lead in terms of changing behaviour and purchases to support 
the environment. Changing engrained attitudes and behaviour among older generations appears to be a greater challenge.
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Beyond females, both most modest and wealthiest people are those who changed their behaviour and purchases more to support 
environmental sustainability.
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In line with the UK and France, there is an age and gender divide in Italy when it comes to making changes in behaviour to support 
environment sustainability. The cause finds high engagement across different social roles: managers, housewives and students.
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Change in Spend

We have been evaluating how 
consumers have been reviewing their 
spend since COVID-19

Some sectors have been hit especially 
hard while for others there has been 
little change, or even an improvement 



UK



Out of home entertainment and travel have been hardest hit; financial services have declined more than in France, comms is stable 
while grocery spend is up in the UK
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QA1: A1   Compared to the period before COVID-19, what are you currently spending on these items? If you are unsure, please provide your best estimate. Carefully read through the 
possible responses before providing your answer? 

Current spend vs pre-COVID-19 spend (% change)



Indoor entertainment and travel abroad were hit the hardest; take-aways were less affected

QA1: A1   Compared to the period before COVID-19, what are you currently spending on these items? If you are unsure, please provide your best estimate. Carefully read through the 
possible responses before providing your answer? 

Travel and Entertainment Current spend vs pre-COVID-19 spend (% change)
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Spending on perfume, fashion clothing and shoes has declined more in the UK than France or Italy, whereas membership of leisure and 
cultural organisations has remained more resilient

QA1: A1   Compared to the period before COVID-19, what are you currently spending on these items? If you are unsure, please provide your best estimate. Carefully read through the 
possible responses before providing your answer? 

Memberships and Personal Goods Current spend vs pre-COVID-19 spend (% change)
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Memberships

Personal Goods



Grocery spend is up, TV and communications spend is unchanged but healthcare and pet insurance as well as lump sum payments 
have declined

QA1: A1   Compared to the period before COVID-19, what are you currently spending on these items? If you are unsure, please provide your best estimate. Carefully read through the 
possible responses before providing your answer? 

Financial services, TV/ Comms and Grocery Current spend vs pre-COVID-19 spend (% change)
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Health care / health insurance premiums

Financial services
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France 



Out of home entertainment and travel have been hardest hit; financial services and comms are little changed while grocery spend is up 
in France

QA1: 
? 

A1   Compared to the period before COVID-19, what are you currently spending on these items? If you are unsure, please provide your best estimate. Carefully read through 
the possible responses before providing your answer
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Indoor entertainment and travel abroad were hit the hardest; eating out was less affected

QA1: 
? 

A1   Compared to the period before COVID-19, what are you currently spending on these items? If you are unsure, please provide your best estimate. Carefully read through 
the possible responses before providing your answer

Travel and Entertainment Current spend vs pre-COVID-19 spend (% change)
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Travel



Affordable fashion and beauty products spend has held up better than memberships and luxury spend

Memberships and Personal Goods Current spend vs pre-COVID-19 spend (% change)
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sports clubs, etc.)

Jewellery/ watches
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Personal Goods

QA1: A1   Compared to the period before COVID-19, what are you currently spending on these items? If you are unsure, please provide your best estimate. Carefully read through the 
possible responses before providing your answer? 



Grocery spend is up, TV and communications spend is unchanged and the financial service sector is only slightly affected in net terms

Financial services, TV/ Comms and Grocery Current spend vs pre-COVID-19 spend (% change)
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QA1: A1   Compared to the period before COVID-19, what are you currently spending on these items? If you are unsure, please provide your best estimate. Carefully read through 
the possible responses before providing your answer? 



Italy



Out of home entertainment and travel have been hardest hit; financial services have declined more than in France and UK, comms is 
little changed while grocery spend is up in Italy
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possible responses before providing your answer



Indoor entertainment and travel abroad were hit the hardest; eating out and take-away were less affected

Travel and Entertainment Current spend vs pre-COVID-19 spend (% change)
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Travel insurance

Short breaks (1-3 nights away) domestic
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Longer holidays (4 or more nights away) domestic

Long distance train (for leisure / personal reasons)

Paid for accommodation

Tickets to watch sport (football/golf/rugby/cricket etc)

Short breaks (1-3 nights away) abroad

Longer holidays (4 or more nights away) abroad

Cinema visits

Days out at paid entry visitor attractions

Theatre / concert visits
Out of home entertainment

Travel

QA1: A1   Compared to the period before COVID-19, what are you currently spending on these items? If you are unsure, please provide your best estimate. Carefully read 
through the possible responses before providing your answer? 



Affordable fashion and beauty products spend has held up better than memberships and luxury spend

Memberships and Personal Goods Current spend vs pre-COVID-19 spend (% change)
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Personal Goods

QA1: A1   Compared to the period before COVID-19, what are you currently spending on these items? If you are unsure, please provide your best estimate. Carefully read 
through the possible responses before providing your answer? 



Grocery spend is up, TV and communications spend is unchanged but financial services have been affected more than in France and 
UK

Financial services, TV/ Comms and Grocery Current spend vs pre-COVID-19 spend (% change)
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Grocery shopping
Broadband

Mobile phones
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Health care / health insurance premiums
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Regular / lump sum payments into investments
Mortgage / loan repayment protection insurance premiums

Building insurance - by Condomiium
Regular / lump sum payments into savings

Pet insurance
Building insurance - Personal

Building insurance - with home loan

Financial services

TV and communications

Grocery

QA1: A1   Compared to the period before COVID-19, what are you currently spending on these items? If you are unsure, please provide your best estimate. Carefully read 
through the possible responses before providing your answer? 
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BVA BDRC
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Benjamin Mesureur
Chief Development Officer

+33 642 777 544

nikos.kotoulas@bva-group.com

Nikos Kotoulas
Sr. Business Dev & Strategy Director

+39 346 0027 863

Laura Gambarin
Researcher

laura.gambarin@bva-doxa.com
+39 0248193320

Matt Costin
Managing Director

+44 7875 685 838
Matt.costin@bva-bdrc.com
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